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Packed with fun, effective, and practical exercises, this big wipe-clean book is a great way to help

your child get ready for kindergarten. Inside, they'll practice and learn many of the key concepts that

will give them a head start for those crucial first school years - lower and uppercase letter formation,

counting and number skills, color and shape recognition, and much more. Using the special,

dry-wipe pen included, all of the activities on the wipe-clean pages can be completed, wiped away,

and repeated, for hours of early learning fun!
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I love that my baby can practice her sight words over and over again without wasting paper. I just

didn't like that the cleaning was messy. Their flash cards are genius! The let's are a bit too small for

beginners. I had to use a wet wipe, then use a dry paper towel. Don't let pen mark sit for too long

you might be able to get it completely clean Ã°ÂŸÂ˜Â¢

I have multiple books like this one from ABC's to numbers and now sight words. I have two children

with Autism and they love them! I also have a 5 year old who is entering kindergarten this year and

she will be using this soon! What I love most about this product is it can be used by multiple



children. I uses dry erase markers so it wipes clean. I have had the occasion where marker is left on

the page for a number of days but a little Windex takes it right off. It allows my children to trace the

letters and ''color the pictures.'' plus the pages are sturdier than paper so they can't rip them out. I

highly recommend this product as well as all the other books this company makes like wise, highest

quality and nessesary for me and my families needs!

Works great. Comes right off as well. My daughter has left it on for a day or so and I took a damp

napkin and wiped in first swipe so I dont know what the problem is for those saying they have had

trouble????........My daughter is doing great with this book. It is set in a way that the child can grasp

the lesson quickly. GREAT BUY!

This had been a wonderful learning tool for my almost kindergartener. Wipes off so easy I'll be able

to keep it for my daughter.

Great book for my 4 year old son. He likes this book along with other wipe clean books we have.

This one is new and very easy to learn. Ty

My early reader loves these wipe clean books. The punch out flashcards in the back were an

unexpected bonus

These are great for helping K's and 1st's to learn writing, spelling and reading these words

Best way to make learning fun. My granddaughter actually liked doing four pages a day!
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